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Password protected web pages: 
When you purchase a DALEN 
2052 or 2054, you gain access to 
password protected internet pages 
containing information about 
maintenance and other useful tips.

Easy and effective operation: The most important 
functions are operated with an easy-to-reach 
operating handle, which makes the machine  
user-friendly.

Cuts up to Ø44 cm: The chain saw for harvesters 
cuts up to Ø44 cm. The hydraulic operation 
results in higher safety, less wear and tear and 
less noise.

Automatic chain lubrication: An adjustable oil 
pump lubricates the chain every time the bar 
is operated. This is very dependable, especially 
during changing temperatures.

DaleN Firewood 
Processor 2054 

DaleN Firewood Processor 2054 is a fully hydraulic machine for quality con-
scious customers, who require efficiency, functionality and user-friendliness. 
Together with the log deck and the turnable discharge conveyor, the DaleN 
2054 comprises an effective system for firewood production.

Fully hydraulic steering  
makes the operation easy and effective
DALEN 2054 is powered hydraulically on 
all operation functions. The hydraulic 
bar movement is operated with an easy-
to-reach handle, which also steers the 
start of the splitter and hydraulic feeding 
conveyor. Direct hydraulic operation gives 
the operator full control of the bar move-
ment. The machine automatically restrains 
the pressure on the log in order to produce 
the highest possible velocity. The machine 
has a clear-cut design and straight lines 
which make it possible for the operator to 
gain full control of the machine, and have 
a good overview of the cutting and splitting 
process.

The hydraulic feeding conveyor makes the 
input of the logs easier. The wide feeding 
table makes it easier to support the logs 
even if they are outside the belt, and also 
makes it easier to support logs that are 
bent. In addition to the hydraulic feeding 
conveyor, the machine is equipped with 
a hydraulically adjustable knife. The fully 
hydraulic control is more dependable, 
because it does not include V-belts, which 
cause wear and tear as well as the need for 
tightening.

Chain saw for harvesters  
secures dependable cutting
DALEN 2054 is equipped with a chain saw 
for harvesters. The 54 cm bar has a 0.404” 
hydraulically driven chain. The hydraulic 
chain saw stops when the operating handle 
for the saw is released. This is a big advan-
tage when it comes to wear and tear, safety 
and reduced noise. 

The design of the protective covers gives 
you ample space during the feeding of 

large and bent logs. The machine is most 
effective when fed with logs that are up to 
35 cm in diameter, but can cut logs up to 
44 cm in diameter. A small, adjustable oil 
pump is activated every time the saw bar 
is operated, and ensures that the chain is 
lubricated. This is very important during 
changing temperatures, and especially 
during cold weather. The chain is lubricated 
with oil from a separate tank containing 
chain saw oil, because hydraulic oil can 
damage your health.

The hydraulic system  
is dimensioned for effective splitting
The DALEN 2054’s hydraulic system is 
designed for effective use, fast splitting and 
large capacity. The components are also 
dimensioned to handle the large oil flow. It 
is easy to measure the oil level on the tanks 
for chain oil and hydraulic oil.

5.0/8.0 ton splitting power
The splitter has two speed levels: 5.0 ton 
splitting power in fast mode, and 8.0 ton 
splitting power when the power mode is ac-
tivated. The manually activated power mode 
is rarely used because of the powerful fast 
mode splitting capacity. The cylinder has a 
short stroke, making it very effective when 
producing firewood. The splitting cycle is 
2.7 sec. The tractor’s PTO is operated at 
400 rpm. The machine has a low power 
requirement and can be used on tractors 
from 40 HP.

While using the stepwise regulated stopper, 
the cutting length can easily be adjusted 
every 5 cm, from 15-40 cm. During the 
splitting process the stopper gives way so 
that the log falls freely into the splitting 
channel. The machine is also equipped 
with a knife for splitting the logs in 2 or 4 



DaleN Firewood Processor 2054

5.0 and 8.0 ton splitting power: Great power and 
short splitting cycle makes the machine very 
effective. The splitting cycle is only 2.7 sec.

Different splitting knives: DALEN 2054 is deliv-
ered with a 4-way splitting knife. 6-, 8- and 10-
way knifes can be delivered additionally. All knifes 
are designed to open the log in several levels.

Functional design: Clear-cut design and straight 
lines make operation easy-to-follow, user-friendly, 
and safe. The protective covers are designed to 
provide ample space for large and/or bent logs.

Easy access to maintenance: Easy accessible during 
filing and other maintenance. Service can be carried 
out in an upright position. 

Optional extras

Technical specifications 2054

2054-THS Firewood Processor, PTO driven, hydr. pump and tank, hydr. steering* 
2054-EHSX Firewood Processor, el. motor (400V), hydr. pump and tank, hydr. steering*
2054-KHSX Firewood Processor, combination PTO/el. (400V), hydr. pump and tank, hydr. steering*

* Hydraulic steering includes: Operating handle, hydraulic chain drive, hydraulic bar movement, hydraulic 
feeding conveyor and knife adjustment.

Sawdust extractor: The machine can also be 
delivered with electric or hydraulic sawdust suction.

pieces. Optional extras include knifes for 
6-, 8-  and 10-way splitting. In order to split 
the last part of the log, the machine’s log-
holder keeps the short log in place, without 
endangering the operator.

easy access during maintenance
During adjusting, filing or changing of com-
ponents, the protective covers of the ma-
chine can easily be opened. During filing of 
the saw chain, the sword can be fastened in 
the lower position with a quick lock, giving 
the operator easy access from both sides. 
Consequently, there are shorter disruptions 
and the production is more effective. 
When the protective cover for the saw is 
open, the feeding table can be opened so 
that you will easily access the other com-
ponents, and troubleshooting and main-
tenance can be carried out in an upright 
position.

Hydraulically powered discharge  
conveyors and module-based log deck
Standard equipment for DALEN 2054 
includes channels for pallet forks for easy, 
short-distance transportation. DALEN 2054 
can also be connected to the tractor with 
the DALEN Connection frame, and is deliv-
ered with a PTO-shaft and fully tanked with 
hydraulic oil. The machine can be delivered 
with electric or hydraulic sawdust extractor 
and outlet for external hydraulics. When 
purchasing the DALEN firewood processor 
2054, you gain access to password-protect-
ed internet pages containing information 
about maintenance and other useful tips 
concerning the DALEN Firewood processor 
2054. Read more about hydraulic discharge 
conveyors and the module-based log deck 
on separate pages.

1294-xxx Connection frame, see DALEN Connection frame
2041-E Electric sawdust extractor for 2054
2041-H Hydraulic sawdust extractor for 2054
2041-072 Hose for sawdust, Ø 100 mm, 5 meter
2054-565 6-way splitting knife for 2052/2054
2054-580  8-way splitting knife for 2052/2054
2054-570 10-way splitting knife for 2054
2054-910 Outlet for external hydraulic on 2054
2054-950 Service package for 2054: extra chain, oil filter, air filter and sharpening kit
2045 Discharge conveyor for 2052/2054, 3.4 m, turnable and collapsible, winch, see separate page
2046 Discharge conveyor for 2052/2054, 4.3 m, turnable and collapsible, winch, see separate page
2048 Log deck for firewood processors, see separate page

Drive 
Machine drive:  tractor (from 40 HP, depending on type of tractor), electric or combi
Electro motor (2054 EHSX / KHSX):  11 kW
Chain drive:  hydraulic 
Bar movement:  hydraulic 
Feeding conveyor:  hydraulic
Knife adjustment:  hydraulic  

Cutting 
Revolutions, PTO:  400 rpm
Bar / sprocket:  harvester equipment 
Connection to tractor:  DALEN Connection frame
Bar length:  54 cm 
Height with collapsed 2045:  235 cm
Cutting diameter:  max. 44 cm
Weight:  from 660 kg
Optimal work diameter:  25 - 35 cm 
Chain type: 0.404”, 1.6 mm 
Chain lubrication:  adjustable oil pump  
Chain lubrication, tank:  3.5 litre 
Cutting length indicator, yielding:  adjustable, 15 - 40 cm

Splitting 
Stroke, cylinder:  52 cm 
Splitting power, fast mode:  5.0 tons / 180 bar 
Splitting power, power mode:  8.0 tons / 180 bar
Activation of power mode:  manual 
Knife, division:  4-, 6-, 8- or 10- way splitting knife 
Splitting cycle:  approx. 2.7 sec. back / forth

Hydraulic
Oil tank:  approx. 67 litre, delivered with oil
Oil delivery, pump:  approx. 55 litre / min
Revolutions, PTO:  400 rpm
Connection to tractor:  DALEN Connection frame
Height with collapsed 2045:  235 cm
Weight:  from 660 kg



Hydraulic operation: Model 2052-THS is deliv-
ered with hydraulic steering of all functions for 
even more effective firewood production.

Ø 40 cm: The chain cuts up to Ø40 cm. 
The hydraulic operation is safer, and produces 
less  wear and tear and reduces noise.

40 cm

DaleN Firewood 
Processor 2052 

Ergonomic operation: The most important func-
tions of the 2052-TH and 2052-THF are handled 
with an easy accessible operation lever. The lever 
moves alongside the machine.

Password protected web pages: 
When you purchase a DALEN 
2052 or 2054, you gain access to 
password protected internet pages 
containing information about 
maintenance and other useful tips.

DaleN Firewood Processor 2052 is designed in the same way as the profes-
sional 2054 processor, and the user-friendly machine copies many technical 
solutions from its “big brother”.

The clear-cut design and straight lines have been continued, following 
model 2054, where the operator has a good overview and full control of  
operation procedures.  The design of the protective covers gives you ample 
space during the input of large and bent logs. The machine is most effective 
working with logs up to 35 cm in diameter, but can cut logs up to 40 cm.

The chain saw cuts up to Ø 40 cm 
DALEN 2052-TH and –THF are delivered 
with a manual operating lever,  which 
controls the cutting and splitting process. 
The movement of the lever alongside the 
machine is ergonomically correct. Model 
2052-THF also includes a hydraulic feeding 
conveyor, making log-input easier. Model 
2052-THS is delivered with hydraulic steer-
ing of all functions. The hydraulic steering 
function contains hydraulic bar move-
ment, hydraulic feeding conveyor and knife 
adjustment. These functions are operated 
with an easy-to-reach operating handle, 
and make the machine even more effective.  

The logs are cut with a 20” saw chain, and 
cuts logs up to 40 cm in diameter. The 
chain is hydraulically driven, and starts au-
tomatically when the bar is lowered to cut 
the logs. The hydraulic operation is safer, 
produces less wear and tear, and reduced 
noise. No V-belts mean less wear and tear 
and no need of tightening. 

A small, adjustable saw bar pump is 
activated every time the sword is operated, 
and ensures that the chain is lubricated. 
This is very important during changing 
temperatures, and especially during cold 
weather. The chain is lubricated with oil 
from a separate tank containing chain saw 



5.0 and 8.0 ton splitting power: A short split-
ting cycle makes the machine very effective. 
The splitting cycle is only 4.0 sec.

Different splitting knives: DALEN 2052 is delivered 
as standard with a 4-way splitting knife, and addi-
tionally with a 6- and 8-way splitting knife. All knives 
are designed to open the logs in different levels.

Functional design: Clear-cut design makes 
operation easy-to-follow, user-friendly and safe. 
The protective covers are designed to provide 
ample space for large and/or bent logs.

Automatic chain lubrication: An adjustable oil 
pump ensures chain lubrication every time the 
bar is handled. This is especially important during 
changing temperatures.

Easy access to maintenance: Easy accessible 
during filing and other maintenance. Service 
can be carried out in an upright position.

DaleN Firewood processor 2052

Optional extras

oil, because hydraulic oil can damage your 
health. 

5.0/8.0 ton splitting power 
The splitter has two speed levels. When the 
fast mode is activated, the splitter handles 
5.0 tons. When the power mode is acti-
vated, it handles 8.0 tons. The short stroke 
makes it very effective when producing 
firewood. The splitting cycle is only 4.0 sec. 
The tractor’s PTO is operated at 400 rpm. 
Because of the low rotational speed, there 
is less noise and lower fuel-consumption. 

While using the stepwise regulated 
stopper, the cutting length can easily 
be adjusted every 5 cm, from 15-40 cm.  
During the splitting process the stopper 
gives way so that the log falls freely into 
the splitting channel. The machine is also 
equipped with a knife for splitting the logs 
2 or 4 ways. Optional extras include knifes 
for 6- or 8-way splitting. In order to split 
the last part of the log, the machine’s log-
holder keeps the short log in place, without 
endangering the operator. 
 

 

easy access during maintenance 
The protective cover on top of the saw 
chain and the feeding table can be elevated 
in one operation, so that the operator gains 
quick access to the chain when adjusting, 
changing components or filing. When the 
protective cover is open, the bar is locked 
in upper position. The back of the machine 
is easy accessible from both sides when 
filing the chain. The machine’s other com-
ponents are also easy accessible, so that 
maintenance and troubleshooting can be 
carried out in an upright position. 

Hydraulically powered discharge  
conveyors and module-based log deck 
The machine has an integrated 3-point 
linkage for connection to tractors, and is 
delivered with a PTO-shaft and fully tanked 
with hydraulic oil. When purchasing the 
DALEN Firewood processor 2052, you gain 
access to password-protected internet 
pages containing information about main-
tenance and other useful tips concerning 
the DALEN 2052. The effectiveness of the 
machine depends on how you organize the 
working process. This is why DALEN deliv-
ers a module-based log deck and hydrauli-
cally driven discharge conveyors with the 
machine. Read more on separate pages. 

2052-TH      Firewood processor, PTO driven, hydr. pump and tank
2052-THF Firewood processor, PTO driven, hydr. pump and tank, hydr. feeding conveyor
2052-THS Firewood processor, PTO driven, hydr. pump and tank, hydr. steering*

* Hydraulic steering includes: Operating handle, hydraulic chain drive, hydraulic bar movement,  
hydraulic feeding conveyor and knife adjustment.

2052-140 Lever for knife adjustment on 2052
2054-565 6- way splitting knife for 2052/2054
2054-580  8-way splitting knife for 2052/2054
2052-950 Service package for 2052: extra chain, oil filter, air filter and sharpening kit 
2042 Discharge conveyor for 2052, 2.95 m, turnable, winch, see separate page
2045 Discharge conveyor for 2052/2054, 3.4 m, turnable and collapsible, winch, see separate page 
2046 Discharge conveyor for 2052/2054, 4.3 m, turnable and collapsible, winch, see separate page
2048 Log deck for firewood processors, see separate page 

Technical specifications

Drive
Machine dive   tractor (from 35 HP, depending on type of tractor)
Chain drive   hydraulic
Bar movement  hydraulic / manual
Feeding conveyor  hydraulic / manual
Knife adjustment  hydraulic / manual

Cutting
Bar length 20”
Cutting diameter max. 40 cm
Optimal work diameter 25 - 35 cm
Chain type 3 / 8”, 1.5 mm
Chain lubrication adjustable oil pump 
Chain lubrication, tank 3.5 litre
Cutting length indicator, yielding adjustable, 15 - 40 cm

Hydraulic
Oil tank   approx. 40 litre, delivered with oil 
Oil delivery, pump  approx. 38 litre / min
Revolutions, PTO  400 rpm 

Connection to tractor  3- point
Weight   from 430 kg

Splitting
Stroke, cylinder 52 cm
Splitting power, fast mode 5.0 tons / 180 bar
Splitting power, power mode 8.0 tons / 180 bar
Activation of power mode manual 
Knife, division 4-, 6-, 8- way splitting knife
Splitting cycle approx. 4.0 sec.



all the conveyors are equipped with strong, welded-on carriers, and a 23 cm 
wide belt which transports the split logs to a trailer or large sack.

Hydraulic operation
The conveyors are hydraulically driven.  
This is dependable during all kinds of 
conditions. The motor is equipped with a 
flexible connector which ensures increased 
operating time. It is placed at the top of the 
conveyor, as this produces much better 
traction than operation on the lowest roller. 
Additionally, the hydraulic operation makes it 
possible to adjust the speed of the conveyor.                                                                                           

Side adjustment and  
winch for easy operation
The discharge conveyors can be turned 20 
degrees to either side in order to fill large 
sacks without having to move the machine 
or the sacks. This results in a decrease of 

operational disruptions and more effective 
operation. 

Model 2045 and 2046 can be folded before 
transportation. All the conveyors are delivered 
with a winch for easier operation. The winch 
makes it both easier to fold and unfold, as 
well as adjust the height of the conveyor. t

A diverter for wood chippings scrapes off the 
chippings on the inside of conveyor during 
operation. This prevents accumulation on the 
tightening roller.

All conveyors can be mounted on both DALEN 
2052 and 2054.

DaleN  
Discharge conveyors

Turnable conveyors: The conveyor can be 
turned 20 degrees to either side for filling 
large sacks without having to move the 
tractor. A decrease in disruptions assures 
more effective production.

2042       Discharge conveyor for 2052/2054, 2.95 m, turnable, winch

2045  Discharge conveyor for 2052/2054, 3.4 m, collapsible and turnable, winch

2046  Discharge conveyor for 2052/2054, 4.3 m, collapsible and turnable, winch

DaleN Discharge conveyors 2042, 2045, 2046

Speed adjustment: The hydraulic drive is 
very dependable, and makes stepless speed 
adjustment possible.

Motor at the top: The motor is placed at the top 
of the conveyor, as this produces much better 
traction than operation on the lowest roller.

Winch: All the conveyors are 
supplied with a winch for 
easier adjustment.

Hydraulic feeding table: The log deck can 
be delivered with mechanic(al) or hydraulic 
roller(s), or a hydraulic feeding table with 3 
rollers. The hydraulic solutions are connected 
in series with the hydraulic feeding conveyor 
of the firewood processor.

DaleN log deck 2048 is a part of 
”DaleN’s system for effective pro-
duction of firewood”, and provides 
an effective and flexible tool for 
even better usage of the DaleN 
machine’s capacity.

The effectiveness of the firewood machine 
depends on, among other things, how fast you 
can feed new logs into the machine. The log 
deck is loaded by means of a pallet fork (with 
universal claw or  timber claw), which makes 
it easier to feed the logs into the DALEN Fire-
wood processors. Consequently, the operator 
does not have to take on heavy and unneces-
sary hoisting.

The 2048 model is designed in a flexible way 
so that it can be assembled according to the 
preference of the user, either the logs are 
one or five meters. You can either select one 

DaleN log deck 2048

Flexible design: The attachment profiles 
provide you with many choices when it comes 
to adjustment as well as assembly. The log 
deck can be extended in both length and width.

2048-M Log deck, complete with 2 sections, 1 mechanical roller

2048-H3 Log deck, complete with 3 sections, hydr. feeding table with 3 rollers

These solutions can be supplemented with the following parts, or you can assemble a different log deck.

Optional extras

2048-020 Section for log deck

2048-030 Attachment profile, long (238 cm)

2048-032 Attachment profile, short (138 cm), to increase the width of the deck

2048-034 Stake for section, used when section is not equipped with gradient bar 

2048-120 Hydraulic feeding table with 3 hydr. rollers. Incl. 1 pc 2048-030

2048-150 Hydraulic roller

2048-170 Mechanical roller

2048-200 Gradient bar for section, easier feeding to roller(s)

DaleN log deck 2048
Gradient bar for easier input: The log deck 
can be delivered with a gradient bar for 
easier input to the roller(s).

of the two package deals, or put together a 
solution which satisfies your own, specific 
demands. The hydraulic feeding consists of 
a single hydraulic roller or a feeding table 
with three rollers. The roller(s) are connected 
in series with the feeding conveyor of the 
firewood processor, and are operated with the 
same lever. The log deck can be folded during 
storage or transport.

DaleN  
log splitter 1550

DaleN  
lifting equipment

20°



The DaleN 1550 is a hydraulic log 
splitter which is delivered in two 
models: 1550-N (3.5- 5.6 ton split-
ting power) or 1550-S (3.5-8.0 ton 
splitting power).

The hydraulic splitter is fast and effective, 
and can be used on logs up to 68cm. Step-
less piston stroke adjustment makes the 
splitter effective on short logs as well, and 
the splitting channel is designed to centre 
small logs and keep them steady during 
the splitting process.

The two-hand operated splitter offers a 
safe working environment. The valve and 
the hydraulic hoses are placed behind a 
cover which provides an effective shield for 
the operator in the event of a hose rupture. 
The cover may be used as an intermediate 
storing place for the logs.

DALEN 1550 is delivered with 2/4 splitting 
knife as standard. Additionally, the splitter 
can be equipped with an extra board for 
intermediate storing of logs, handle for ad-
justing the height of the knife, and 6- way 
splitting knife. 

6-way splitting knife: The DALEN 1550 can be 
delivered with a 6-way splitting knife for more 
effective splitting (optional extra).

Lever for knife adjustment: Lever for adjusting 
the height of the knife makes it easier to adjust 
between 2/4- or 2/6 splitting (optional extra).

Large valve: The large valve gives increased 
capacity and prevents overheating. Both models 
have two speed rates on the splitter, fast mode 
with 3.5 tons splitting power and power mode 
with 5.6 or 8.0 tons, depending on your choice 
of model.

Timber claw: The DALEN Timber claw is a 
useful tool for moving and piling logs.

DaleN Connection frame 1294
DALEN Connection frame is delivered for 
front- and rear mounting of DALEN equip-
ment on the tractor. This type of frame 
solution is very flexible, since different 
connection frames can be used for the 
same product. When using supplementary 
equipment, the same connection frame 
can be used, resulting in a cheaper invest-
ment for the customer. We are continu-
ously developing new products which are 
adapted to the DALEN Connection frame. 
Forks can be mounted directly onto the 
frame to compose a complete pallet fork.

DaleN Universal claw 2097
The DALEN 2097 is an effective tool ensur-
ing safer and steadier handling of all types 
of loads with the DALEN Pallet fork. It is 

Connection frame: The Connection frame 
can be used on several DALEN products. 
I.e: pallet fork, timber claw, firewood 
processor etc.

Universal claw: The DALEN 2097 is an 
effective tool for safer and steadier handling 
of loads with the DALEN Pallet fork.

1550-N Log splitter, hydraulic, 3.5 - 5.6 tons splitting power

1550-S Log splitter, hydraulic, 3.5 - 8.0 tons splitting power

Optional extras

1550-500    Lever for knife adjustment

1550-530    Extra board for intermediate storing of logs

1554-270K  6- way splitting knife for Log splitter 1550

DaleN log splitter 1550
Technical specifications
Cylinder, stroke 685 mm
Stroke adjustment Steepless (300 - 685 mm)
Splitting power, fast mode 3.5 tons / 180 bar
Splitting power, power mode (1550-N) 5.6 tons / 180 bar
Splitting power, power mode (1550-S) 8.0 tons / 180 bar
Working pressure, max. 210 bar
Return of splitter automatically
Connection to tractor 3- point 
Weight from 210 kg

ideal for users of firewood processors when 
piling logs on log decks, and then transport-
ing the full sacks later on. With the claw 
in an upright position, the pallet fork can 
still be used as normal. The maximum grip 
opening is 135 cm. 

DaleN Timber claw
The DALEN Timber claw 1297 can be used 
for moving and piling logs either on site or  
cross-country. The large and powerful “up-
per jaw” has a protruded pivotal point which 
makes it easier to grab the logs. The timber 
claw can be mounted on the frontloader or 
on DALEN Rearloader and used together 
with the DALEN Connection frame. Max. 
opening is approx 105cm, min. opening ap-
prox. 25cm.

DALEN Connection frame 1294

1294-001 Connection frame, 3- point

1294-101 Connection frame, Triangle / Accord

1294-201 Connection frame, HMV / TRIMA & KELLVE

1294-301 Connection frame, ÅLØ 

1294-331 Connection frame, EURO (John Deere front loaders)

1294-351 Connection frame, EURO (Ålø- Euro combination loaders)

1294-381 Connection frame, Volvo BM

1294-401  Connection frame, blank for welding-on

DALEN Universal claw 2097

2097  Universal claw for DALEN Pallet fork, without pallet fork

DALEN Timber claw 1297

1297  Timber claw, without connection frame

DALEN Pallet fork
The following forks can be combined 
with the connection frame to compose 
a complete pallet fork.

1295 Fork, 112 cm

1295-M Fork, 98 cm

1295-K Fork, 78 cm

DaleN  
log splitter 1550

DaleN  
lifting equipment

DaleN lifting equipment



Functionality, Dependability & Design

lid Jarnindustri aS has supplied 
the Norwegian and international 
agricultural- and contractor- market 
with quality products for close to 60 
years. Our company‘s varied history 
and professional knowledge, enables 
us to keep a constant focus on 
functional and dependable solutions, 
and has given us many satisfied and 
loyal customers.

lid Jarnindustri aS – NORWaY
Internet: www.dalen.no

DALEN Quality:

Functionality: Good technical solutions  
result in more effective and user- 
friendly equipment.

Design: The DALEN equipment is known 
for its rounded design. Our up-to-date 
machinery makes contemporary design 
feasible.

Dependability: Dependable equipment means 
more efficient production and lower lifespan 
costs. More and more users emphasise these 
factors when buying equipment. 

Effective production: Welding robots are very 
effective, and they are particularly used in the 
production of large series.

Knowledge: People are still the most 
important part of the production. Our 
experienced workers put our philosophy 
into life every day: To secure our quality- 
conscious customers functional equipment 
with good design.

Flexibility: Our modern machinery makes us very 
flexible when designing products and ensures us 
high quality on our end products.

Sandblast and paint: Most of the equipment 
from DALEN are sandblasted before it is 
painted. The ragged surface makes the paint 
stick.
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IMPORTeR:

Marshall agricultural engineering
Neaves Farm, Chuck Hatch

Hartfield, east Sussex TN7 4eX
Telefon: 01892 770788
Mobile: 07836 274164

www.Marshalllogging.co.uk
allan@Marshalllogging.co.uk

Lid Jarnindustri AS also manufacture equipment for 
snow cleaning, road maintenance, grass- and round 
bale handling and lifting.
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